Graph partitioning is one of the fundamental NP-complete problems which is widely applied in many domains, such as VLSI design, image segmentation, data mining etc. Given a graph G = (V, E), the balanced k-partitioning problem consists in partitioning the vertex set V into k disjoint subsets of about the same size, such that the number of cutting edges is minimized. In this paper, we present a multilevel algorithm for balanced partition, which integrates a powerful refinement procedure based on tabu search with periodic perturbations. Experimental evaluations on a wide collection of benchmark graphs show that the proposed approach not only competes very favorably with the two well-known partitioning packages METIS and CHACO, but also improves more than two thirds of the best balanced partitions ever reported in the literature.
Introdution
Given an undirected graph G = (V, E), where V and E denote sets of vertices and edges respectively, the balanced k-partitioning problem consists in partitioning the vertex set V into k (k ≥ 2) disjoint subsets of approximately equal size, such that the number of cutting edges (i.e. edges whose endpoints belong to different subsets) is minimized. The particular partitioning case when k is set to two is often called bisection. The class of partitioning problems is notable for its applicability to a wide range of important applications such as VLSI design [1, 26] , data mining [30] , and image segmentation [24] .
The general graph k-partitioning problem is NP-complete, and it remains NPcomplete even for the case of bisection (k = 2) [11] . Therefore, approximate methods constitute a natural and useful solution approach to address this problem. In recent years, many efforts have been made in devising a number of efficient and powerful heuristics.
One of the most popular graph bisection heuristics is the famous KernighanLin (KL) algorithm [19] that iteratively refines an existing bisection. The idea is to find two subsets of vertices of about the same cardinality, one for each bisection part, and to improve the quality of the bisection by swapping two vertices of the two subsets of the bisection. Fiduccia and Mattheyses [10] presented an improvement of the KL algorithm by introducing the concept of cell gain and an efficient data structure to calculate cell gains. Additional KLlike heuristics are reported, for instance, in [17] for bisection and in [8, 18, 28] for k-partitioning. Other well-known algorithms are based on popular metaheuristics such as tabu search [7, 23, 3] , simulated annealing [15] , genetic and evolutionary algorithms [27, 5, 20, 25, 26] .
To handle large and very large graphs, the so-called multilevel paradigm proves to be quite useful [2, 8, 18, 28, 21] . The basic idea of a multilevel approach is to successively create a sequence of progressively smaller graphs by grouping vertices into clusters (coarsening phase). This phase is repeated until the size of the smallest graph falls below a certain coarsening threshold. Afterward, a partition of the coarsest graph is generated (initial partitioning phase), and then successively projected back onto each of the intermediate graphs in reverse order (uncoarsening phase). The partition at each level is improved by a dedicated refinement algorithm before moving to the upper level. Even though almost all multilevel algorithms employ the same or similar heuristics in the coarsening phase, they differ greatly in the way the initial partition is generated, and how the successive partitions are refined throughout each uncoarsening phase.
As illustrated in [29] , the multilevel paradigm is a useful approach to solving combinatorial optimization problems. Basically, the approach allows one to approximate the initial problem by solving successively smaller (and easier) problems. Moreover, the coarsening helps filter the solution space by placing restrictions on which solutions the refinement algorithm can visit.
This work is based on the multilevel paradigm. The main contribution reported in this paper is a perturbation-based iterated tabu search procedure which is specially devised for balanced k-partitioning and used for partition refinement of each coarsened graph. Integrated within the multilevel approach, our Multiplevel Iterated Tabu Search (MITS) algorithm competes very favorably with the two well-known partitioning packages METIS [16] and CHACO [8] . Indeed, extensive experiments performed on the whole set of benchmark graphs from the University of Greenwich graph partitioning archive reveal that MITS is able to find better partitions (with fewer cutting edges) than METIS and CHACO for a large portion of these benchmark graphs. Furthermore, when the running time is prolonged up to one hour, MITS even improves some two thirds of the current best balanced partitions ever reported in the literature while many of these best partitions were obtained by previous algorithms using a significantly longer running time (up to one week).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next Section, we provide the formal graph partitioning description, as well as some notations used throughout this paper. In Section 3, we describe the multilevel paradigm, and detail the phases of the proposed multilevel algorithm. In Section 4, we present the perturbation-based tabu search algorithm, which is the key partition refinement mechanism in our multilevel approach. In Section 5, we present computation results and comparisons on the benchmark graphs. Finally, in Section 6 we investigate two important features of the the proposed MITS algorithm.
Problem description and notations
Given an undirected graph G = (V, E), V and E being the set of vertices and edges respectively, and a fixed number k, a k-partitioning of G can be defined as a mapping (partition function) π : V → {1, 2, ..., k} that distributes the vertices of V among k disjoint subsets
The partition function π induces a new graph G π = G π (S, E c ), where S = {S 1 , S 2 ...S k } and an edge {S x , S y } ∈ E c exists if there are two adjacent vertices u, v ∈ V such that u ∈ S x and v ∈ S y . The set E c corresponds to the set of cutting edges of G induced by the partition. Vertices u and v of a cutting edge {u, v} ∈ E c are called border vertices of the partition.
Throughout this paper, the initial input graph G is supposed to have a unit cost weight for both vertices and edges. However, as explained in Section 3.2, the multilevel approach generates intermediate (coarsened) graphs where vertices and edges may have different weights (see Section 3.2). As a general rule, these weights increase during the coarsening phase, and decrease during the uncoarsening phase. Let |v| denote the weight of a vertex v. Then, the weight W (S i ) of a subset S i is equal to the sum of weights of the vertices in
The optimization objective f of our balanced partition problem is to find a balanced partition with the minimum sum of weights of cutting edges E c .
Multilevel Tabu Search graph partitioning

General procedure
Our Multilevel Tabu Search approach follows the general mulitlevel paradigm [8, 4, 2] .
Let G 0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) be the initial graph, and let k denote the number of partition subsets. The multilevel paradigm can be summarized by the following steps.
(1) Coarsening phase: The initial graph G 0 is transformed into a sequence of smaller graphs
This phase stops when |V m | reaches a fixed threshold (coarsening threshold).
is generated. (3) Uncoarsening phase: Partition P m is progressively projected back to each intermediate
. Before each projection, the partition is first refined (improved) by a refinement algorithm.
This process leads thus to a sequence of partitions P m , P m−1 , P m−2 , ...P 0 . The last one, i.e. P 0 is returned as the final partition of the original graph G 0 .
Our Multilevel Iterated Tabu Search (MITS) algorithm follows this general scheme and is described in Algorithm 1.
Coarsening phase
Creating a coarser graph
finding an independent subset of graph edges Γ ⊂ E i , and then collapsing the two vertices of each edge of Γ. A set of edges is independent if no two edges in the set are incident to the same vertex, which implies that exactly two vertices are collapsed each time. If a vertex is not incident to any edge of subset Γ, it is simply copied over to G i+1 .
When vertices v 1 , v 2 ∈ V i are collapsed to form a vertex v c ∈ V i+1 , the weight of the resulting vertex v c is set equal to the sum of weights of vertices v 1 and v 2 . The edge that is incident to v c becomes the union of all the edges
Algorithm 1 Multilevel Iterated Tabu Search partition approach
Require: An undirected graph
Return(P 0 ) End incident to v 1 and v 2 , minus the edge {v 1 , v 2 } ∈ E i . Therefore, during the coarsening process, both the vertex and edge weight increases. At any level of the coarsening phase, the weight of a vertex (an edge) corresponds to the number of aggregated vertices (edges) of the initial graph G 0 .
One key issue here is the selection of the independent subset of graph edges Γ to be collapsed at each step of the coarsening phase. This can be achieved by finding a maximum matching of the graph. Recall that a matching of a graph is a subset of edges such that no two edges share the same vertex [22] . There exist polynomial time algorithms for tackling this problem, with running time of at least O(|V | 2.5 ). Unfortunately, this is too slow to be applicable to the partitioning problem. That is why we compute maximal matching using an edge contraction heuristic called heavy-edge matching (HEM), which has O(|E|) time complexity [17] . This method considers vertices in random order, matching each unmatched vertex v with its unmatched neighbor u, if any, such that the weight of edge {u, v} is maximum among all the edges incident to v.
Initial partition and its refinement
Once we have obtained a sequence of smaller graphs in the coarsening phase, the next step is to generate an initial partition of the smallest graph G m = (V m , E m ). The initial partitioning phase of our algorithm consists of first assigning randomly the vertices of V m to k subsets S i ∈ {S 1 , S 2 ...S k }, such that the number of clustered vertices in each subset is evenly balanced, i.e. the number of represented vertices n of G 0 in each subset
Afterward, we refine this initial partition by means of a dedicated PerturbationBased Tabu Search algorithm which is described in Section 4. This refinement step is essential for our approach to improve progressively the quality of partitions. It should be noted that for certain graphs, it is impossible to obtain a perfectly balanced initial partition, since weights of vertices in the coarsest graph can be greatly inhomogeneous. The imbalance ε of a partition
This imbalance is gradually reduced throughout each uncoarsening step, and (usually) completely eliminated by the end of the algorithm execution.
Uncoarsening phase
The uncoarsening phase carries out the inverse of the coarsening phase. The idea is to go from level to level, uncoarsening the clustered vertices in the opposite way they were grouped during the coarsening phase. The partition projection from a graph G i = (V i , E i ) onto a partition of the parent graph
Before projecting a partition to the next level, we apply the perturbationbased tabu search refinement algorithm (Section 4) to improve the partition quality. As the uncoarsening/refining process proceeds, the partition quality of graph G i−1 is usually better than that of G i because there is a greater degree of freedom for refinement. This is one of the most attractive characteristics of a multilevel algorithm.
Partition refinement by Perturbation-based Iterated Tabu Search
The refinement algorithm, used at each level for partition improvement, is based on a perturbation-based iterated tabu search procedure. Basically, the tabu search algorithm [13] ensures the intensification of the approach, while the perturbation mechanism brings controlled diversification into the search. Experiments show that the combination of these two mechanisms constitutes a very effective refinement method for obtaining high quality partitions. Algorithm 2 describes this refinement procedure, whose components are detailed in the following sections.
Algorithm 2 Perturbation-based Tabu Search for Partition Refinement
Require: Insert v into the bucket structure corresponding to S m {Section 4.1.3} 6: end for 7: repeat 8: {Apply neighborhoods N 1 and N 2 in token-ring way (Section 4.1.2)} 9:
if turn to employ N 1 then 10:
{Apply move operator Single Move} {Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.4} 11:
Select target subset S m and vertex v m for migration 12:
Update tabu list and bucket sorting structure 14:
else if turn to empoy N 2 then 15:
{Apply move operator Double Move} {Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.4} 16:
Select target subset S m and vertex v m for migration 17:
Select target subset S n and vertex v n for migration 19:
Update tabu list and bucket sorting structure 21:
end if 22:
{Update the best solution P * i found so far} 23:
) and P i is at least as well balanced as P * i then 24:
end if 26: if (P * i not improved after γ iterations) then 27:
end if 29: until stop condition not met
Tabu Search
In this subsection, we focus on the tabu search engine of our partition refinement algorithm. It explores the search space by repeatedly replacing the current solution with a best non-recently visited neighboring solution, even if the later deteriorates the solution quality. Since tabu search relies on the belief that intelligent search should be based on learning, its underlying element is the usage of flexible memory that exploits and keeps track of the search history. In order to avoid possible cycling and go beyond local optimum, tabu search introduces the notion of tabu list to forbid the recently visited solutions.
Objective and partition balance
The optimization objective f of our k-partitioning problem is to minimize the sum of weights of cutting edges of a balanced partition. Note that, in the given problem formulation, partition balance is imposed as a constraint. However, as we have already mentioned earlier, it is often impossible to establish perfect balance in coarsened graphs, since vertex weights can be extremely inhomogeneous. It is during the partition refinement of the levels which are closer to the original graph that the balance condition is (usually) completely satisfied.
More precisely, our refinement algorithm uses two move operators that not only help optimize the objective (number of cutting edges), but also take care of partition imbalance (see Section 4.1.2). Typically, these move operators transfer vertices to subsets with smaller weight. Applying these directional moves generally allows the search to progressively establish perfect partition balance towards the end of the backward projection process.
During the refinement process, the current solution P i (k-partition) becomes the new best solution P * only if P i is at least as good as P * in terms of the optimization objective and partition balance (see lines 23-25 of Algorithm 1).
Neighborhoods and their exploration
Our tabu search algorithm employs two neighborhood relations N 1 and N 2 that are based on two different move operators. These operators transfer respectively one and two vertices between subsets of a partition.
To define these move operators, we first introduce the notion of move gain which indicates how much a partition is improved according to the optimization objective if a vertex is moved to another subset. Given a vertex v from subset S m , the gain g(v, n) can be computed for every other subset, S n , m = n. As we show in 4.1.3, the vertex with the best (highest) gain can be easily determined using a special bucket data structure.
Let P = {S 1 , S 2 ...S k } be a k-partition, and let S max be the subset with the maximum weight, S max = max i∈{1..k} {W (S i )}. The two move operators are given below. another target subset S n ∈ P , n = max and n = m. Then, select a highest gain vertex v n whose current subset is S c , such that
It is important to mention that a vertex v is considered to be moved to subset S i if and only if v is adjacent to at least one vertex of S i (v is a border vertex relative to S i ). Otherwise, moving v to S i does not make any sense and would only deteriorate the partition quality. Our move operators focus thus on these critical vertices, reducing considerably the number of candidate moves to be examined at each iteration of the search process. Consequently, given the bucket data structure from Section 4.1.3, the worst-case complexity of choosing a vertex v to be moved to a subset S i with any of the two move operators is equal to the number of border vertices relative to S i .
Also note that these move operators progressively lead the search toward a balanced partition since basically they constraint (partially with Double Move) vertex migration from heavy weight subsets to light weight subsets. Indeed, with Single Move and the first choice of Double Move, a vertex can never move to a subset with a higher weight. The second choice of Double Move is allowed to bring some diversification into the search.
In the case of k-partitioning (k > 2), the two neighborhoods N 1 and N 2 are jointly explored by the tabu search algorithm in a token-ring way. In tokenring search [12] , one neighborhood search is applied to the local optimum produced by the previous one, and this process continues until no improvement is possible. In the case of bisection (k = 2), the neighborhood N 2 is not suitable and only N 1 is employed.
Bucket sorting
To ensure a fast evaluation of the neighborhoods, our implementation uses a bucket data structure which keeps vertices ordered by their gains. This data structure is used to avoid unnecessary search for the highest gain vertex and to minimize the time needed for updating the gains of vertices affected by each move.
The bucket sorting structure was first proposed by Fiduccia and Mattheyses [10] to improve the Kerninghan-Lin algorithm [19] for graph bisection. It consists in placing all vertices with the same gain g in a bucket that is ranked g. Then, finding a vertex with the maximum gain simply consists in finding the non-empty bucket with the highest rank, and selecting a vertex from the bucket (in MITS a vertex is selected from this bucket according to a policy detailed in Section 4.1.4). After each move, the bucket structure is updated by recomputing gains of the selected vertex and its neighbors, and transferring these vertices to appropriate buckets. The bucket data structure, as suggested in [10] , maintains two arrays of buckets, one for each subset of a bisection, and is not suitable for k-partitioning.
We propose an adaptation of this idea for k-partitioning, designed to be used with the two neighborhood relations N 1 and N 2 . In our implementation, we maintain k arrays of buckets, one for each subset of the k-partition, where each bucket of an array i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k is (as usually) represented by a double linked list. Each doubly linked list contains vertices with the gain corresponding to the rank of the link list in the given array of buckets. As proposed in [10] , we also keep an additional array of vertices where each element (vertex) points to its corresponding vertex in the doubly linked lists. This enables a direct access to the vertices in doubly linked lists of each array. During the update of gains, this data structure also enables the transfer of vertices from one bucket to another in constant time.
In the search process, only border vertices are considered, and thus included in the bucket data structure. Therefore, given a (1)) and updated in the bucket structure in constant time (delete and insert operations in the bucket are both of O(1) complexity). Therefore, the complexity of moving vertex v from S c to a target subset S m is equal to the number of vertices adjacent to v.
According to the complexity analysis, k has no influence on the performance of the proposed algorithm in terms of computing time. However, it does require a greater amount of memory as k increases.
Figure 1: An example of the bucket structure for 3-partitioning
An illustration of the proposed bucket sort data structure for 3-partitioning of a graph with 7 vertices is provided in Figure 1. 
Selection strategy for vertex migration
As previously explained, when the non-empty bucket with the highest rank contains more than one vertex, a selection strategy is needed to determine the vertex v m (and v n ) to be transferred to S m (and v n to S n ). Our selection strategy integrates several pieces of history information in order to make this choice as pertinent as possible.
The selection strategy is first conditioned by the tabu status (see 4.1.5). Let V cand be the subset of candidate vertices (with the highest gain) for migration to subset S m . A vertex v ∈ V cand , whose current subset is S c , is considered for migration to S m if it is not tabu or moving v to S m leads to a new partition better than the best partition P * found so far (this later case is called aspiration in the tabu search terminology).
The vertex selection strategy employs two additional criteria which are based on vertex move frequency and vertex weight. The move frequency is a long term memory that records, for each vertex v, the number of times v has been moved to a different subset. Our usage of this frequency information penalizes moves with vertices having high frequency count, by giving priority to those that have been moved less often. This long term memory is reset to zero only before the beginning of each refinement phase (see line 2 in Algorithm 1). This strategy favors the diversification of the search.
If there is more than one vertex with the same move frequency in the set V cand , we use the second criterion to distinguish them and prefer a vertex v which, when moved to subset S m , minimizes the weight difference between the target subset S m and the original subset S c . This strategy helps to improve the partition balance.
Tabu list and tabu tenure management
Each time a vertex v is moved from a subset S c to another subset S m , it is forbidden to move v back to its original subset S c for the next tt iterations (tabu tenure). The tabu tenure tt of the move (v, S c ) is tuned dynamically according to the number of border vertices relative to S c ,
Perturbation mechanism
The tabu search algorithm described above employs an aggressive search strategy to explore the search space. Indeed, for a transition from the current partition to a new partition, only border vertices relative to the target subset S m are considered. Such a consideration helps the search to focus on critical vertices and improve rapidly the solution quality.
To complement this search strategy, a perturbation mechanism is applied to bring diversification into the search, if the best partition P * is not improved during γ iterations (see lines 26-28 of Algorithm 2). The perturbation consists in moving p str selected vertices (perturbation strength) to a given subset.
Precisely, let {S 1 , S 2 ...S k } be the current partition and let S max be the subset with the maximum vertex weight, S max = max i∈{1...k} {W (S i )}. Then the perturbation phase is defined as follows. The described mechanism is similar to the neighborhood relation N 1 . However, there is a significant difference. Not only does it neglect the tabu status of a vertex, but it also allows a vertex v to be moved to subset S m even if it is not a border vertex relative to S m . This leads the search to new areas and helps to escape from deep local optima (see also Section 6).
Experimental results
Benchmark instances
To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed approach, we carry out extensive experiments on a set of well-known benchmark graphs that are frequently used to assess graph partitioning algorithms. These graphs correspond to real-life problems arising in different applications. They can be downloaded from the 
Experimental protocol
Our partition algorithm is programmed in C++, and compiled with GNU gcc on a Xeon E5440 with 2.83 GHz and 8GB.
To assess the performance of our MITS algorithm, we report computational results of two experiments: a comparison with two state-of-art graph partitioning packages (METIS [16] and CHACO [8] ), and a comparison with the best partitions ever reported in the literature. The parameter settings of MITS applied in both experiments are given in Table 2 , and are determined by a preliminary experiment using a small number of graph instances.
Comparison with the state-of-art solvers
In this section, we compare the partitions obtained by our approach in short computing time (limited to 2.5 minutes), with those obtained with the two packages METIS and CHACO. In both cases, we use the latest versions (METIS-4.0, CHACO-2.2). For METIS, we use the multilevel pMetis algorithm, and for CHACO we choose the multilevel KL algorithm with recursive bisection and a coarsening threshold of 100. Since pMetis and CHACO do not allow repeating runs in a randomized way, we run our MITS algorithm only once. In addition, we fix the parameter α (see Section 4.1.5) to 0.1. The cutoff limit depends on the size of graph, and is from 1 seconds (for graphs with up to 3000 vertices) to 2.5 minutes (for the largest graph fe ocean). Tables 3 and 4 present, for each graph and each value of k, the number of cutting edges of the partition obtained with the packages and our proposed algorithm. METIS, CHACO and our approach are labeled as pMetis, CHACO and MITS respectively. The last row in each table with heading Total gives the number of times each algorithm produced the best partition over the 30 benchmark graphs. From tables 3 and 4, we observe that for each value of k MITS performes far better than either of the two packages in terms of partition quality.
From these tables, we also note that for k ≥ 32, some partitions found with Table 3 Comparison of our approach with pMetis and CHACO for k equal to 2, 4 and 8 pMetis and our approach are not perfectly balanced. For these cases, we indicate the partition imbalance in parentheses. As it will be seen from the second experiment, MITS in some cases requires more computation time to establish partition balance. Unlike pMetis and our algorithm, CHACO generates perfectly balanced partitions for every value of k since it uses recursive bisection. iterative multilevel algorithm by Walshaw [29] which also makes a number of calls to a multilevel procedure. The remaining best results are obtained with several other approaches [9, 21, 6] . It should be mentioned that the majority of these results were produced within very long computing time (up to one week for larger graphs).
Our second experiment assesses the performance of MITS algorithm in terms of partition quality relative to these state-of-the-art algorithms. For this experiment, we use cutoff time limits ranging from 1 minute for the smallest graph up to 1 hours for the largest one. Above this time limit, the algorithm does not produce significantly better results. Given its stochastic nature, the MITS algorithm is run 30 times for each graph and each value of k (see Table  2 ). Tables 5 and 6 give, for each graph and each value of k, the best results ever reported, the best results produced by our approach 2 , the average results as well as the standard deviations after 30 executions of the proposed algorithm. The row with heading Total gives the number of times our approach succeeded to reach or improve a best known up-to-date partition.
The results show that, in the case of bisection, our approach succeeded to reach the same solution quality of more than two thirds of the best reported balanced bisections. It also improved the best bisection in two cases. Interestingly, as k increases (4 ≤ k ≤ 64), our approach improved even 60%, 86%, 90%, 90% and 76% of the current best k-partitions where k is equal to 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64 respectively.
As in the previous comparison, we note from Table 6 that in 12 cases where k is equal to 32 and 64, our approach did not attain the perfect partition balance (ε = 1.00). However, this imbalance is generally low, with an average of 1.013 over these 12 imbalanced partitions. We also note that the number of imbalanced partitions is now slightly minimized compared to the first experiment when the running time was reduced. This implies that MITS sometimes requires more iterations to establish good balance. If the partitions are imbalanced, we compare them with the best known partitions of the same balance, which are also reported at the Graph Partitioning archive.
All these results show that the proposed approach is the overall winner when it comes to generating balanced k-partitions for these benchmark graphs.
Analysis
In this section, we turn our attention to the analysis of two important features of the MITS algorithm and try to answer the following questions: Is the perturbation mechanism (see Section 4.2) relevant for the MITS? Is the newly proposed Double move, which is used to define the neighborhood relation N 2 (see Section 4.1.2), a value-added one?
To answer these questions, we report in Table 7 the average results over 10 executions with MITS, when its two components (perturbation mechanism and neighborhood N 2 ) are included and excluded. We conduct these experiments with k set to 4, 8, 16 and 32, on a set of 10 representative instances from the Graph Partitioning archive. For each k, colon "+(P M&N 2 )" provides the average results when both the perturbation mechanism and the neighborhood N 2 are used within MITS. Colons "−P M" and "−N 2 " report respectively the average results when the perturbation mechanism or the neighborhood N 2 is disabled. Finally, the last colon "−(P M&N 2 )" gives the average results when both features are excluded from the MITS algorithm. The last row with heading Total shows the number of times each version of MITS produced the best average result over the 10 graphs.
From Table 7 , we see that the performance of our MITS algorithm decreases when the perturbation mechanism or neighborhood N 2 , or both are disabled. This confirms our previous observation that some diversification is needed to complement the aggressive tabu search strategy, which only considers border (critical) vertices. Indeed, although examining only border vertices for move consideration decreases the number of candidate moves at each iteration, this does not allow the search to escape from deep local optima. Therefore, this experiment confirms this intuitive explanation.
We can also see from Table 7 that in most cases, MITS produces significantly better partitions when the two neighborhoods N 1 and N 2 are jointly explored (see Section 4.1.2). This can be explained by the fact that neighborhood N 2 does not strictly impose the balance constraint as neighborhood N 1 does. With N 2 , there are more vertices which are considered to be moved to the target subset, introducing thus a greater degree of freedom during the search process. This complements the strict selection criterion of neighborhood N 1 .
From Table 7 we can see that in several cases the simplest version of MITS, i.e. when both features are excluded, gives the best average results. However, as can be expected, the initial MITS still outperforms the simplest version in about 80% of cases. This implies that both of these elements are important for the efficiency of the proposed MITS algorithm. Table 7 The average results over 10 executions of MITS when the perturbation mechanism and the neighborhood relation N 2 are included and excluded. 
Conclusion and remarks
In this paper, we presented MITS, a multilevel iterated tabu search approach for balanced graph k-partitioning. The proposed algorithm follows the basic idea of the multilevel approach and integrates a new and powerful tabu search refinement procedure. The dedicated tabu search algorithm, which is the key component of the approach, includes a number of interesting features like the joint use of two neighborhoods, an adaptation of bucket sorting for incremental evaluation of move gains, guided selection strategies for vertex migration based on long term memory (move frequency) and a dynamic tabu tenure technique.
To reinforce the diversification of the search process, the tabu search algorithm is combined with a perturbation mechanism to escape from deep local optima.
We assessed extensively the efficiency of the proposed algorithm with both short and long run times, on a collection of benchmark graphs provided by the Graph Partitioning Archive, with the cardinal number k set to 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64. The results generated in short computation time (from 1 second up to 2.5 minutes) are far better than those produced by the two well-known partitioning packages METIS or CHACO. When the running time is prolonged from 1 minute up to 1 hour, our approach succeeds even to improve more than two thirds of the best balanced partitions ever reported in the literature (which were often obtained with much longer computing time up to one week).
Finally, it is recognized that there may be a significant trade-off between partition quality and balance. Indeed, allowing a certain degree of imbalance usually leads to partitions of better quality. In this work, we aimed to produce perfectly balanced partitions, and did not specifically address the possibility to allow imbalance up to a certain limit. Yet, we tested our MITS algorithm with the balance constraint relaxed up to certain degree. We observed that the quality of these imbalanced partitions, even if they are not reported here, remains highly competitive with respect to the best known partitions of the same imbalance. In fact, we managed to improve once again a number of the current best partitions, although the percentage of these improved partitions was lower than in the case of balanced partitions.
